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SIGHT-SINGING DEVELOPMENTAL RUBRIC

The 6 prerequisites we will be evaluating:

A - Matching Pitch

B - Singing a Scale

C - Singing patterns Do, Mi, Sol and Do, Re, Mi

D - Mastering the Aural Training Sheet

E - Note-Reading/Labeling

F - Rhythm Labeling/Performing

Here is a quick overview of each of the 6 categories, and how to evaluate each category.
All 6 individual categories have their own separate rubrics with more detail and are
available in the Sight-Singing Developmental Rubric Bundle. With these individual
rubrics, there is more step-by-step guidance in helping singers to progress.

THIS SIGHT-SINGING DEVELOPMENTAL RUBRIC is perfect for evaluating all singers.
When looking for growth in a specific category, the individual rubrics allow for guidance and
step-by-step tangible things to work on.

This developmental overview rubric will give a clear picture of a singer’s strengths and
weaknesses. The first step is utilizing the clear scoring parameters and formulating a score.
From there, use the score descriptions to guide singers toward achieving the very next score in
each category. Think of each successive score as a baby step, and keep the focus on achieving
those specific skills.

In order for a singer to be fully prepared to excel in sight-singing, they must earn at least a 4/5 in
each of the 6 prerequisites. A 5/5 in every prerequisite means the student is prepared to strive.
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A. Matching Pitch

Matching pitch isn’t black or white. Here are the gradations for evaluating:

1. Singer cannot match pitch at all.

2. Singer only matches pitch in a very small range of notes and/or only in their chest voice and/or
no falsetto.

3. Singer matches pitch but struggles to find pitches when switching registers (low/mid/high
range).

4. Singer can match pitch but gets stuck going through their break.

5. Singer has mastered this skill.

B. Scale - singing a major, diatonic scale

Singing a scale in tune is natural for some singers but can be difficult for others. Here are
the gradations for evaluating:

1. Singer cannot sing the full range of an entire octave.

2. Singer sings scale but lacks accurate spacing between pitches (sharp or flat on specific scale
tones), and end up in a different key - both ascending and descending.

3. Singer sings scale but lacks accurate spacing between pitches (sharp or flat) on specific scale
tones), and end up in a different key - either ascending or descending.

4. Singer sings scale and remains in the same key consistently but has one or more pitches that
are consistently sharp or flat.

5. Singer has mastered the skill, and can sing scale throughout their range.
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C. Do, Mi, Sol and Do, Re, Mi

Singing the pattern of "Do, Mi, Sol" followed by "Do, Re, Mi" is a great indicator of a
singer's ability to internally recognize the difference between stepwise motion and
skipping. Here are the gradations for evaluating:

1. Singer cannot repeat both patterns when they are sung separately first. (Do, Mi, Sol is heard
and then sung incorrectly or Do, Re, Mi is hear first and sung incorrectly)

2. Singer can sing each pattern individually through call and response but cannot sing them one
after another, when sung successively.

3. Singer can sing both patterns after hearing them sung one after another.

4. Singer can sing both patterns on their own when asked verbally to do so, but not all of the time,
and/or not always in tune.

5. Singer has mastered this skill.

D. Aural Training Sheet

Using the Aural Training Sheet (included for download with this rubric. students should
be able to sing every diatonic interval to a steady pulse. It is highly recommended that
you read the supplemental blog, The Best Ear-Training Exercise You Will Ever Use, in
order to fully understand the benefits of this exercise.

Here are the gradations for evaluating:

1. Singer has not competently sung the scale yet and cannot perform any aspect of the exercise.

2. Singer needs to hear "do" constantly in order to find the pitches. Each pitch is found by singing
the scale aloud from "do" to the correct pitch, with “do” frequently being repeated underneath.

3. Singer has locked "do" in their head but needs to sing a scale from "do" up or down to the
correct pitch each time they cannot find the pitch. They usually cannot recognize when they are
singing the wrong syllable.

4. Singer has ‘do’ locked in their head and gets most pitches correctly. When they cannot find the
correct pitch, they are usually only one step off and recognize their error. In these instances, they
can return to ‘do’ and can usually internalize the scale in order to reach the correct pitch.

5. Singer can sing every pitch correctly and can sing an exercise to a steady tempo.
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E. Note-Reading/Labeling

Assuming an exercise begins on ‘do’, students must be able to label the solfege of all
diatonic pitches. They must abbreviate ‘d’ for ‘do’ and ‘r’ for ‘re’, etc., in order to focus on
improving their labelling speed. Here are the gradations for evaluating:

1. Singer lacks the understanding of ascending vs. descending notes, usually confused by the
nature of the direction based on the stem length vs. the note-head placement.

2. Singer struggles with recognizing lines versus spaces, usually confused with the concept that a
SPACE is in between two lines and a LINE note has a line going through its center. They cannot
recognize stepwise motion versus skipping.

3. Singer understands ascending versus descending, lines versus spaces, but cannot
consistently label notes larger than a jump of a third. They may also struggle with notes just
below or above the staff.

4. Singer can label the solfege accurately but not at an acceptable speed for reading. They are not
recognizing visual patterns and instead counting up and down to find each note.

5. Singer can recognize patterns quickly and label 8 measures of solfege in well under a minute of
time. In general, 8 measures of 4/4 labeling take under 40 seconds to complete.
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F. Rhythm-Labeling/Performing

Mastery of basic rhythm-labeling includes the following concepts:

Understanding the following time signatures: 3/4, 4/4, 6/8

Understanding the following notes and rests: quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes,
whole notes, eighth notes, dotted quarter notes, triplets, and all of the related rests. Here
are the gradations for evaluating:

1. Singer has no concept of time signature or how to label rhythm to fit the correct number of
beats in a measure. They are only labeling quarter notes in 3/4 and 4/4.

2. Singer understands the idea of meter (number of beats per measure) but not where individual
beats fit in. They begin each measure with 1 and have the correct number of beats, just not lined
up correctly. This occurs using eighth notes in 3/4 and 4/4 time.

3. Singer understands rhythms that line-up with the time signature (in 4/4 time, they would
understand quarter notes, half notes, whole notes) but they cannot accurately label basic rhythms
that fall between the beats (eighth notes, dotted quarter notes, etc)

4. Singer can subdivide beats consistently from start to finish, writing 1+2+3+4+ in all measures.
In 6/8 time, they can accurately label the 6 beats.

5. Singer can consistently tap or verbally sound the rhythm of an 8 measure exercise. In 3/4 and
4/4, they can tap the quarter note and internally subdivide the eighth note. In 6/8, they can tap the
larger beat and internally subdivide the smaller beats.

Try SIGHT READING FACTORY and save 10% using code: choralclarity
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